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The articles printed are the opinion of the
author and are not necessarily the opinions of the
advertisers or the staff.

All persons are welcome to submit literary,
artistic, or financial contributions.
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LETTER TO THE EDITORS
Dear Editors,

I was amazed, no, dumbfounded after reading
your "dar(l)ing expose" of pig spies and infor-
mants at free rock concerts in your latest edi-
tion and discovering in the same edition an ex-
plicit guide (although I concede that the article
may be seen as satire or "high" camp) written
by a known pig on how the uncommited youth of
this country may themselves become cogs in the
machinery of death, through the greatest known
cop-out to being straight and being a pig: Gain-
ful Employment! If a so-called "underground"
newspaper (one that has been cautious in align-
ing itself with anything that doesn't have a
"legitimate" or "proper" base of support among
"liberal" college students) can openly urge its
readers to become pigs with any justification at
all, I would like to "formally" ask for further
elaboration (in print) on the reasoning behind
urging people to Be Pigs .

There are many easy ways to live free on the
streets, without intolerable amounts of copping-
out or co-optation. An article concerned with
staying "High", full, and covered, yet paying no
taxes and labouring for the immediate benefit of
your new family "rather than as a bribed lackey
of monopolist capital, keeping the imperialist
pig economy at an even keel. Articles and dia-
grams on "borrowing", and "stealing" could be in-
structive in forming a street-person conscious-
ness. The psycho-socio economic effects of U.S.
capitalist imperialism on the peoples of the
world and how these effects enter into your daily
life could also be dramatized. Articles also
concerned with existential and relativistic ap-
proaches to so-called "moral dillema", such as
vandalizing or stealing private property where
there is no injury to life or limb. (In my own
mind, however, it is impossible to commit any-
thing other than violence "against" another's
person) Defending oneself against unprovoked
attacks by pigs or anything else, openly flaunting
the "laws" made by pigs or anything else, openly
flaunting the "laws" made by pigs to buttress
their own power, and open, obvious rejection of
everything (for the saintly among us) that our
parents and their parents and their parents held
dear. . . .

In most cases to cop-out to the pig's econ-
omic and judicial (penal) systems seems to lead
inevitably to one becoming a bourgeous pig or
worse yet, a liberal or reformist within an ex-
ploitative, world-wide capitalist empire that
will concede to reform (crumbs from the table of
imperialist greed) in the near certain knowledge
that if the peoples at home are given privilege
(bribes) they will feel that they are in obvious
material ways better off than the surfs and peons
of the empire throuout the rest of the world.
An effective way to counter the "privilege"
problem is to either use up or give away (or ig-
nore entirely) all of your "Personal Stake" in
the maintenance of the system. Only those who
have been successfully duped by the pig's "job
training centers" (schools) into thinking of ex-
tending or expanding the empire in the interest
of monoplist capital and to a lesser degree in
both the long and the short run, in their own
"vested" (material) interest will support the
atrocious acts of the rapacious armies (indus-
trial as well as military) against all of the peo-
ples of the world in an economic war of oppres-
sion and exploitation of the most miserable.
Therefore if one has "nothing", (no material in-
terests) it is much more likely that mere adap-
tation by reform wili enrage him on a metaphysical
plane and produce concrete action on a temporal
plane aimed at total elimination of a corrupt and
injust systems formulated by capitalist mind-
busters to protect and strengthen their strange
hold (1946-71) on world commerce and economy.

Turn on,
Tune in,

Drop out,

Dose them;

Dare to Win!

Richard Hutto

The above errors in spelling, punctuation and
syntax (not to mention logic) are the product
of the author and not me.

PRAXIS typist

NOTICE This newspaper is your per-
sonal property. It cannot
legally be taken from you
for any reason.
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FREEDOM!

—by Rick Yohn

On Monday, June 7, Dick Reihur was finally
released from Lee County Jail after being

in jail since January 13 for possession of

marijuana and mescaline. Dick had been in

jail for five months on the drug charge.

He was released because the search warrent

had another name on it instead of Rhier's.

His name was later added to the warrent
with a different type typewriter after he

was busted. The error was so obvious it

was strange that it took five months for
it to be discovered and brought to court.

Dick said that Sheriff Pearson "turned

purple" when the judge released him
because they were really trying to put
him away.

Dick was unpopular with Sheriff Pearson
because he smuggled many letters out of

the jail to certain organizations, such

as the N.A.A.C.P., complaining about the
conditions of the jail and his treatment.
Dick's overall summation of the jail was
that "the running of the jail is

political and not legal."

After the jail officials learned of Dick's
letters complaining about the jail they
placed him in strict confinement with
one other person. This is where they

kept him until his release. He was also

forced to sign a form saying they could
censor- his mail. By asking people to

whom he had written, Dick found out
after he was released that most of his
letters were not mailed.

After Dick complained to higher officials
about the jail he started getting more
and a Little, better food. The diet still
consisted of beans and for some reason
milk was not allowed in the jail.

In the five months Dick was in jail he
was allowed thXQ.Z visitors. This was
because only the immediate family was
allowed to visit, and Dick's family lived
fifteen-hundred miles away. His lawyer
finally arranged where certain close
friends of Dick could visit him once a

week. The jail officials, however, did
not live up to their agreement. Kim
Davis was allowed to visit for ten

minutes. She was not let back in for
three weeks and after that no other
visitors were ever allowed. Name calling
such as "communist" and "dirty hippie"
was prevalent by police and jail
officials to both Dick and his visitors.

Another meaningless instance that
occurred was that concerning a Playboy
magazine. A jail official refused to
give Dick a Vlxyboy magazine someone
had sent him because his cellmate was
black and they did not want any black-
man "looking at naked white girls."
The magazine was later given to him by
another official, however. Dick also
said that the desk which handles the
prisoners' personal money somehow "lost"
twenty dollars of his. He knows this
much money he had and had kept careful
track of everything he spent.

When Dick's parents came down to bail him
out of jail, his bond was raised to $8,500
when it was discovered his parents owned
land in Alabama. After they did this his
parents were unable to bail him out. It
sounds like they were really anxious to
keep him in jail.

Dick also told us there are around fifteen
to twenty, if not more, student informers
alone in Auburn who get paid $15 a month.

The harassment and unfair treatment of
anyone in jail for drug charges are not
unusual. This does not excuse the Lee
County, Alabama, jail officials for the
treatment of Reihur who had not even been
tried. Wouldn't it be nice if the law
which states one is "innocent until
proven guilty" was practiced instead of
Amerika's classic cliche.

-kirk

The big new Motocross cycles from
Yamaha are powerful machines engi-

neered for Motocross fans. Yamaha,
with an already-established reputation
for superior performance from off-

the-roati motorcycles, has designed
these models with cross-country
endurance in mind. They feature
simple styling, stripped of all but the
absolute necessities. Strong, rugged
and stable, these models are the per-
fect machines for the roughest wilder-

ness and wasteland. High performance
and operation ease are featured.. .the

result of Yamaha engineers' years of
experience and testing of these
specialized machines. Here, then, is a
selection of models with all of the
engineering features that have kept
Yamaha a leader...and will make the
Yamaha name synonymous with
"winning the Motocross".

YAMAHA



ON MARIJUANA

by Bob McDonald

"All laws which can be violated without doing
anyone any injury are laughed at. Nay, so far
are they from doing anything to control the de-
sires and passions of man that, on the contrary,
they direct and incite men's thoughts toward those
very objects; for we always strive toward what
is forbidden and desire the things we are not al-
lowed to have. And men of leisure are never de-
ficient in the ingenuity needed to enable them to
outwit laws framed to regulate things which can-
not be entirely forgiven. . . .He who tries to de-
termine everything by law will foment crime ra-
ther than lessen it." Spinoza

Perhaps the greatest problems that involve
marijuana today are the impractical and unjust
laws. The authorities have too long ignored the
fact that they have consistently failed to pre-
sent a legitimate statement as to why or why not
marijuana should be legalized in face of evidence
other than "more research is being done". In face
of recent evidence it seems only logical to re-
evaluate the inequitable law.

Until 1937 marijuana was available for pre-
scription as a legitimate therapeutic device and
was listed in the official U.S. Pharmacopoeia as
tincture of cannabis. Several large drug com-
panies, including Parke-Davis, manufactured this
liquid extract of marijuana, but the product was
withdrawn from the market largely because of the
harassing restrictions of the Marijuana Tax Act
of 1937. The law was passed because legislators
felt marijuana was getting out of control due to
the upsurge of its use in the thirties. Primar-
ily by pressure groups in the federal government
and the newly revived liquor industry, penalties
of a five year imprisonment, a $2,000 fine, or
both, were provided for possession of the slight-,
est quantity for any person who had not paid the
special tax and registered, as required by Sec-
tion 2. These penalties have been increased in
1951 and again in 1956 by the passage of the
Federal Narcotics Control Act. In addition to
federal control, each state has its own laws that
regulate marijuana and narcotics. Interestingly,
federal law, which places control over cannabis
in a manner similar to that imposed on narcotics
by the Harrison Narcotic Act of 1914, does not
consider marijuana to be a narcotic, whereas most'
states do. In Washington, D.C., possession of
marijuana is a misdemeanor while in Alabama and
most other states it is a felony. Another am-~
biguity lies in the varying state laws which
range from 7 days in Nebraska to 5 years and/or'
$20,000 in Alabama.

^
One of the most thorough, procedural, and of-

ten quoted studies was done by the Mayor1 s Com-
mittee on Marijuana, composed of the members of,
the Sub-committee of the Committee on Public
Health Relations, in New York City. The study
was divided into 3 areas—sociological, physio- -„

logical, and psychological—to allow extensive
coverage of the issue. The subjects consisted of

"

one group of non-smokers and the other of inmates
from penitentiaries who had used marijuana pre-
ciously. Among the study statements of the fol-

X

lowing were said: Abj
1. The practice of smoking marijuana does not
lead to addiction in the medical sense of the
word.

2. The sale and distribution of marijuana is not
under the control an any single organized, group.
3. Marijuana is not the determining factor in
the commision of major crimes.
4. Juvenile delinquency is not associated with
smoking marijuana.
5. There was not seen any direct action on any
bodily organ including the heart, Minimal chang-
es were caused by changes in the central nervous
sys tem

.

6. The functions most severely affacted are bo-
dy steadiness and hand steadiness.

7. Non-users generally seem to be more affected
by marijuana than users. This suggests a greater
ability to control it with use.
8. Auditory acuity is not affected by marijuana.
9. The extent of intellectual impairment, the
time of its onset, and its duration are all re-
lated to the quantity taken.
10. The basic personality structure of the indi-
vidual does not change but some of the more super-
ficial aspects of his behavior show alteration.
11. The individual experiences increased feel-
ings of relaxation, disinhibition and self-con-
fidence.
12. The disinhibition which results from the use
of marijuana releases what is latent in the in-
dividual's thoughts and emotions, but does not
evoke responses which would be totally alien to
him when not on marijuana.
13. Smoking marijuana can be stopped abruptly
with no resulting mental or physical distress
comparable to withdrawal from morphine or alco-
hol addiction.
14. There is no evidence that marijuana leads
to harder drugs.
15. Marijuana has many possible therapeutic
uses

.

Such findings as these can no longer be ig-
nored. The President's Ad Hoc Panel on Drug
Abuse said in 1962, "It is the opinion of the
panel that the hazzards of marijuana per se have
been exaggerated and that long criminal senten-
ces imposed on an occasional user or pusher of
the drug are in poor social perspective."

Andrew Weil and his co-workers at the Bos-
ton University School of Medicine, one of the
best psychopharmacological research centers, stud-
ied the effects of marijuana on individuals who
had never tried the drug and on experienced smokers

.

The experiments confirmed the "folk wisdom of the
drug subculture" that experienced users get stoned
more readily than novices do; mysteriously, the
more often you have it, the less you need. THC,
the active ingredient in marijuana, beared no
chemical resemblance to any psychedelic drugs

—

LSD, DMT, STP, mescaline, psilocybin or any other.
Neither light nor heavy doses of marijuana im-
paired the subjects' abilities on the Continuous
Performance Test, which is designed to measure
(capacity for sustained attention. In another test,
ith Pursuit Rotor Task, which measures muscular co-
ordination and attention, the performance of new
'smokers fell as their dosage of marijuana increas-
ed, and the performance of chronic users improved
'after they smoked marijuana. [ For more findings
of the studies see Psychology Today , May, 1971.]

Similar to the upsurge of marijuana use in
the thirties the sixties ushered in an era of an-
other upsurge. This time the government felt that
^existing marijuana laws were soon to be challenged
/ith its increased popularity. The government

•then placed the marijuana issue under international
law when it saw the increasing use of marijuana
by all people in spite of the state and federal
laws against its use. The treaty is almost un-

' known by those who hope to see marijuana laws re-
evaluated. The Single Conventions Treaty of 1961,
'signed by the President and ratified by the U.S.
Senate on May 8, 1967, requires that the United
States, along with some seventy-three nations
of the World Health Organization, include mari-
juana among the dangerous drugs that should be
prohibited and sets as its goal the elimination
of its use in member countries over the next 25
years. Such a treaty takes the marijuana issue
out of the hands of the American people and re-
searchers and places it under the discrepancy of
the world. Once again our government has taken
a domestic issue and made it an international
one without any consideration of how Americans
feel about it. The increase of marijuana users
and the international treaty shows the govern-
ment's inability to effectively cope with a
domestic issue. The Single Conventions Treaty
placed the crushing blow on attempts to intelli-
gently reevaluate the marijuana issue in face
of new evidence. The changes that do occur con-



cerning the marijuana laws will be minimal due
to this treaty.

This treaty, as well as federal and state
laws will prove ineffective in coping with the
demands of the American people for a reevaluation
of marijuana. Americans live in a "marijuana
myth" which must be destroyed. America must live
in reality or not live at all. People demand that
the marijuana issue be treated realistically and
intelligently for once.

gay lib

Fag. Queer. Queen. Dyke. The preceeding
terms are commonly used to describe the second
largest minority group in the United States. How
would you like to be referred to in this manner?
It wouldn't feel very good, or would it?

The purpose of the Auburn Gay Liberation
Front is to serve the needs of homosexual men
and women in Auburn, and to re-educate the non-
homosexual community about homosexuality. No
longer will we hide our identity and restrict
ourselves to a "ghetto" environment. We will
only accept our own definition of ourselves, not
other people's definitions of us. We call for
an end to all physical and psychological haras-
sment of homosexuals, including job discrimin-
ation, legal discrimination, and all anti-homo-
sexual propaganda from church, school, psychi-
atric profession, and news media. As an op-
pressed minority, we affirm solidarity with oth-
er oppressed minorities. GAY IS GOOD!

Homosexuality is the capacity to love some-
one of the same sex. It is not a makeshift in
the absence of the opposite sex; it is not ha-
tred or rejection of the opposite sex; it is
not genetic; it is not the result of broken
homes except inasmuch as we could see the sham
of Amerikan marriage.

Bisexuality is good; it is the capacity to
love people of either sex. The reason so few
of us are bisexual is because society made such
a big stink about homosexuality that we got
forced into seeing ourselves as either straight
or non-straight. Saying "Oh, I'm Bi," is a
cop-out for a gay. We get told it's OK to sleep
with women, too, and that's still putting homo-
sexuality down. We'll be gay until everyone has
forgotten that it's an issue. Then we'll be com-
plete.

To pretend to be straight sexually, or to
pretend to be straight socially, is probably the
most harmful pattern of behavior in the ghetto

—

the married guy who makes it on the side secret-
ly, the guy who will go to bed once but who won't
develop any gay relationships, the pretender at
work or school who changes the gender of a friend
he's talking about, the guy who'll "suck cock"
in the bushes but who won't go to bed. If we are
liberated, we are open with our sexuality. Clos-
et queenery must end. COME OUT.

Liberation for gay people is defining for
ourselves how and with whom we live, instead of
measuring our relationships in comparison to
straight ones, with straight values.

The straight's image of the gay world is de-
fined largely by those of us who have violated
straight roles. There is a tendency among "ho-
mophile" groups to deplore gays who play visible
roles—the queens and the nellies . As liberated
gays, we must take a clear stand. (1) Gays wl

stand out have become our first martyrs. They
came out and withstood disapproval before the
rest of us did. (2) If they have suffered from
being open, it is straight society whom we must
indict, not the queen

i

We are all closet queens in some ways, and
all of us had to come out—very few of us were
"flagrant" at the age of seven! We must afford
out brothers and sisters the same patience we
afforded ourselves. They alone can decide when
and how.

In Auburn, the loneliest village of the
Plains, being a homosexual is as bad as being
straight and horny after the girls' curfew is

in effect. This is due to the fact that most
gay students in Auburn do not know where to

meet other gay brothers and sisters. We who
are "out" in Auburn face our homosexuality
head-on. We enjoy the company of each other.
Peep's is basically a straight bar, but it is

the best place we have to meet. Straights,
fags, and freaks are all found there, but all

get along just fine. We have a good time to-

gether. Come out to Peep's.
If you would like further information on

Auburn Gay Liberation Front (no names asked,
all calls confidential) , or just to talk over
some problem, call G. L. F. at 821-2613 or
821-1834. The Student Development Service at
Martin Hall, 826-4744, may also be of help.

• MOTORCYCLE SALES

• REPAIRS

• ACCESSORIES

CUSTOM CYCLES

Birmingham
BUILTTO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

SKIP HAUN

BILL ("LINE

788-2614

CUSTOMIZING
OUR

SPECIALTY

2345 BUSH BLVD. (ON 1-59) BIRMINGHAM, ALA. 35218



the leaden-footed
clock

ticked
and then
(taking its own damn sweet time)

tocked
and once more
(i'm sure at whim)

ticked
(and i measured its
fetal passage full
knowing it would never
come until damn well ready)
and it

tocked
(and i felt it measure itself
into uncertain space
and
cursed the ominous tortoise time)
and it smiled
(one taunting grin)

one tick
and then carefully measured

one tock
(and i laughed at the
absurdity of impatience
in the knowled^ i could not
wait)
and he plodded on
(now smiling a burnished
haughty laugh)

t-i-c-k
(and matched each splash
of my tear)

t-o-c-k
(as the drip lengthened
into a drop)

t

(i cast my eyes into silence)
i

(hurry)

c

(now)

k
(yes. . . .yes, yes)

t

(you bastard time)

o
(i'll wait you out)

c

(and smile a savage victory)
k

(Miy

Richard L. Bennett

Surviving the Seasons

Restless waiting
Yet-
totally patient,
You make me grow.

Still a seed, I know someday
I will grow to be full.

Even seaons threaten me
as I struggle against

the cold,
the heat,
the dampness

,

and the dryness

.

Your warmth built me a house
and under it I will survive
(the seasons)
each time breaking through
stronger.

bmc

Can Someone Explain?

!

The wish that can never come true
seems easier to trace
while looking through some glass
of high magnification
Deeper tint
Somehow the same, but never
the exact, only similar
But you can't help, but run after it
You can't help, but love it
The misery.
The comedy.
Perhaps someone or something can change it
And... hold it up to me
before it dries, and maybe
Just maybe,
It will make sense and I can use it.

Mike Wear



Dear Aunt Praxis,
Although I'm ashamed to admit it

I confess to having tried marihuana ( or
is it marijuana) . Despite the fact that
I didn't get high, I regret the entire
episode. What should I do?

Shameful Wench

Dear Wench,
Keep trying !

!

Dear Aunt Praxis,
I am sexually frustrated and don't

know anyone to share my affections with.
Please help.

Living A Hard Life

Dear Hard,
As you know it "pays to advertise"

in Amerika and Praxis is no exception.
The Klassyfyed Ads could possibly help
you find a partner and there is also
"Rent-A-Freek" which specializes in "odd
jobs." <>

If you have any head problems write Aunt
Praxis in care of Praxis, P.O. Box 727,
Auburn, Ala. 36830. She'll unstraighten
you out.

I AM WAITING

I am waiting for my case to come up
and I am waiting
for a rebirth of wonder
and I am waiting for someone
to really discover America
and wail
and I am waiting
for the discovery
of a new symbolic western frontier
and I am waiting
for the American Eagle
to really spread its wings
and straighten up and fly right
and I am waiting
for the Age of Anxiety
to drop dead
and I am waiting
for the war to be fought
which will make the world safe
for anarchy
and I am waiting
for the final withering away
of all governments
and I am perpetually awaiting
a rebirth of wonder. . .

Lawrence Ferlinghetti

feature creature

SB

FREAKY PEACH PIE

1 cup flour
1 cup milk
11/2 cup sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
5 cups of diced or silced peaches or
large can of sliced peaches may be used

Make batter of flour, milk, sugar, baking powder^
egg, and then add peaches. Grease bottom of

baking dish generously with butter. Bake for
about 30 minutes or until ready at 350°

.



Iixon Peace Rally * flews left Untold
After Nixon's arrival in Birmingham young

people gathered in Woodrow Wilson Park. The
crowed consisted of long hairs, straights, and
blacks. Most of the people were from Birmingham
but some came from Tuscaloosa, Auburn, Jackson-
ville State and other points in Alabama. Every-
body was trying to get their heads together and
organize into a meaningful group, to air compl-
aints and let their voices be heard.

It was really nice, people were getting to-
gether, peacefully, to do something constructive.
The uncommon thing about the demonstration was
that it was in Birmingham, Alabama. The peace
ended, however, when a few joints were lit.

It is at this point Sgt. Williams and the
vice-squad appeared on the scene to show their
force. They busted Tommy Wright for one joint
and put him under $1,500 dollars bond. The crowd
proceeded to gather around the bust scene to help
their brother out. The pigs then deemed it nec-
essary to pull their guns on the crowd. It's
strange that they have to hold pistols and rifles
and threaten to shoot us if we move, step forward
even though none of us were armed or any way pot-
entially dangerous

.

After everybody finished freaking out every-
body was even more together, thanks to the pigs.
The crowd remained peaceful even though the pigs,
which are suppose to preserve peace, once again
over reacted to a simple situation. The pigs are
constently futhering our cause by showing their
stupidity and demonstrating to us what we are
fighting-violence

.

The law enforcement officers at the parks
were pigs not police, as shown by their actions.
Many narcs, both black and white were also pre-
sent. They were pretty well identified through-
out the afternoon so as to make their asinine,
mineless, and inhuman job more difficult in the
future

.

Tommy was later let out on bond along with
two other people arrested the same afternoon.
Now that everybody is free lets keep it together
and fight for what we know is right.

By Rick Yohn

Propaganda is the spreading of ideas , informa-

tion, or rumor for the purpose of helping or hurt-
ing an institution, a cause, or a person. The peo-

ple of Alabama are victims of such propaganda re-

ulting from the news media's failure to present

the factual news concerning Nixon's visit to Birm-
ingham. Coverage of Nixon's visit to the "All Amer-

ican City" was incomplete, if not biased. News re-

ports all the facts, propaganda reports only sel-

ected facts. People were told what they wanted to

hear. The remaining facts are not to be ignored

any longer. The story will be complete.
Among those gathered for Nixon's arrival at

the Parliament House in Birmingham was a crowd of

approximately 200 demonstrators along the last
block of his route. Police and detectives were
taking pictures of the crowd and talking on walkie-
talkies to keep tab on the growing crowd and ev-

eryone who carried a sign or looked "subversive".
The demonstrators remained peaceful inspite of

harassment from local "citizens" as well as the

police. Signs reading "Up Against the Wall Nixon",

"We Hate Nixon", "End the War", and shouts of "1,

2, 3, 4 we don't want your fucking war" greeted
the President as he reached the end of his parade

route. The crowd then moved to Woodrow Wilson nark.

The small, peaceful, but vociferous demon-
stration was reported on the news in other sections
but did not receive any coverage in Birmingham

or Alabama.
The superficiality of Nixon's news cover-

age reeks of attempts to present Nixon in Birm-
ingham as "classic patriotism", to once again

ignore the protests against Nixon and the war,

and to excuse the Gestapo technique in the name

of security. -fc

MEbftNIE

Special Guest Stars

From Reprise Records

JANEYS DENNIS

ATLANTA
vflUNIdPAL AUDITORIUM

All seats reserved- $4, $5, $6. Mail orders: enclose a

self-addressed, stamped envelope with check or money
order payable to:

"New World Ventures," 1145 Spring

St, Atlanta, Ga. 30309. Orders received three (3) days

before show will be held at box office. For informa-

tion call: (404) 872-5045.

Tickets: Comes the Sun; Mother's Music Emporium;

Boot Dock in Greenbriar; R & R Records;

Clark's; all CMC Stereo Centers; Position I,

all locations; Skov^in Athens; Lum's (Spring

& 14th); Lum's (Marietta-across from K-

Mart); London Ale House (Campbellton Shop-

ping Plaza).

Wed., June 30 at7:30 Pm

If Are you a student

with a student's budget

& are vou considering

buying a waterbed? Weil,

we're two students who

are selling waterbeds.

We have the

BEST BED AVAILABLE
at the best price possible.

If you've already decided that

for sleeping on, lying on, or just

studying on, nothing is more

comfortable than a waterbed, & if

you want a fantastic price on a

FANTASTIC bed then call or write

us immediately.

Best bed-best price

Kingsize-$35.00

Wanted: on campus representatives
to sell our highest quality

waterbeds. Earn $$$ in your
spare time. Call or write us today!!!

AMERICA SLEEPS
P.O. BOX 7546

ATLANTA, GA. 30309

(404) 874-5944



by Rusty Eubanks

As a frustrated graduating senior I
would write my last column about how sick
and tired I am of teachers and administra-
tors who know more about needed reform
than I do but who do not have the courage
to initiate change. Or I could pen a
scathing indictment of Auburn students
for the gross, mindless apathy and self-
fulfilling defeatism which have charac-
terized student life here.

Instead, I am going to harp about
something nice at Auburn, or rather two
nice somethings. I am referring to Dean
of Student Affairs James Foy and Dean of
Women Katharine Cater. Two nicer people
you would never want to meet (believe me)

.

They always have a warm smile or a
friendly handshake for any decent college
kids they meet. They literally reek of
wholesomeness , and are quick to point out
the need for this virtue to Auburn .

students. Not that Auburn students are
not the most wholesome kids around, they
are quick to say.

Dean Foy has been a fixture in Auburn
for 21 years, and Dean Cater has been
attached longer than that. I would
imagine that to the fun-loving, post-
World War II students at Auburn, those
two were a vital part of the festivities
that comprised college life. For the
coeds needing protection from all those
ex-G.I.'s who had seen all those wicked
ways overseas, Dean Cater 's motherly
advice was probably readily sought.
Rumor has it that a stirring rendition of
"War Eagle" by three or more students will
still bring "War Eagle" Foy running.

But somewhere along the line these
two earned the amused and tolerant
disrespect of many students, and the
frustrated or angry disrepect of others.
Suddenly Auburn students found themselves
without an advocate, and in the three years
I have been here the situation has only
worsened.

While women at Auburn have been
caught up in a role-changing revolution,
they have found themselves represented by
one whose conception of womanhood is a
reflection of defunct and demeaning
standards, and whose social attitudes only
limit the horizons of "her girls."

Meanwhile, Dean Foy has managed to
antagonize a number of groups on campus
with his "some-of-us-are-more-equal-than-
others" attitudes. Ignoring glaring
inequities in University policy, he has
acted to shield higher-ups from student
opinion and dissatisfaction rather than
promoting an awareness of student needs,
as should be his function.

Even the organization of these deanships
is questionable. Why is there a Dean of
Women and no Dean of Men? Why, instead, is
there not a Dean of Students with the ability
and desire to empathize with all students, not
just a select few? The present structure seems
nothing more than an extension of male chauvinist
attitudes traditionally a part of Auburn.

This is not to say that the job these
people are doing in public relations for the
University is not commendable. It is a needed
and often thankless task. I have no doubt that
Dean Foy and Dean Cater are just what the
parents of Auburn students conceptualize as
deans

.

But if public relations and placation of
parents are their main functions, there should
be someone with the function that goes with the
title "Dean of Students." I suspect the word
"students" in the title was intended as more
than just a frill. The administration, the
faculty, and especially the students are
suffering for lack of a student advocate.

Again, it should be stressed that these
are nice people. Although nice people are
somewhat less than a dime a dozen in Auburn,
I can honestly say that when I leave Auburn
for the last time in June, I will miss them.
They have made my stay here pleasant, if not
a little frustrating and irrelevant.

I do not look for the transition to the
real world to be difficult, but if I were a
coed I would probably be more than just a
little worried that all these nice people will
not be around to prop me up. That is the only
tragedy of the sincere concern they have for
students — they are there, fending off
challenges that could strengthen those they
seek to protect, jg]
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From the Creature's Desk

The following was reprinted from Good Tidings ,

a First Baptist Church bulletin from Defuniak

Springs, Florida.

Jrw the Patte/j hd*k ....

As this is the back to school and college
time, it seems appropriate to print the article
below which gives the background and true mean-
ing of the so-called "peace" symbol popular a- •

mong many students today. I am hopeful all of

our young people and adults will read and share
this information.

® RECOGNIZE THIS SYMBOL?

"This is the symbol worn by many of today's
young people and is known as the "Peace Symbol.'
Have you ever wondered about the origin of this
symbol?

"The New Yorker magazine, a well-known pub-
lication with national circulation, did some re-
search on this symbol. According to the magazine,
the symbol was adopted by various 'youth organi-
zations' upon direct orders from the Communist
Party. It was part of a long-range propaganda
campaign of the 'new left' Communists to attract
youth into subversive Communist-directed programs.
It was designed by the Communists to breed an
entire generation of traitors rebelling against
authority by perverting the minds of American
youth with Marxist theories and encouraging them
to express contempt for their nation.

"Is this symbol new? NO! It is one of the
ancient Satanic symbols known during the Middle
Ages as the 'Crow's Foot, 1 'Witch's Foot,' or
the 'Broken Cross.' It is the Christian cross
perverted, with the crossbars broken down sig-
nifying contempt for Christian principles. This
was the sign of those OPPOSED TO CHRISTIANITY!

"In the sixteenth century, John Knox warned
the Christians of this sign; Rudolf Koch in his
'Book of Signs ' on page 83 lists it as a Medieval
Satanic symbol; Rollo Ahmed's 'Complete Book
of Witchcraft' calls the broken cross a sign of
witchcraft; as far back as 54-56 A.D. , Nero used
the sign in his murder of thousands of Christians;
and Francesco Maria in his 'Compendium Malefac-
arium' (1608) lists the sign as both the 'Witches
Foot' and 'Nero's Cross.' The real sorrow is
when the persecuted Christians behind the Iron
Curtain see our magazines carrying the sign on
the front page ("Time") June 7, 1968; our stores
selling the 'broken cross,' and our young people
wearing it—what do they think about free Chris-
tian America?

"Remember the significance of this 'Peace
Symbol' the next time you see it displayed,
Share its meaning with those who may wear it
because it is a fad. Don't be so naive as to
wear it without regard to its meaning. Above
all, ask God to direct you in PROCLAIMING
CHRIST

—

the true GIVER OF PEACE!"

thankx
09

0Q

We would like to give a special note of
thankx to Davey, Honey, Mary Anne, Jenny, Jim,
Scott, Frank DeGraffenried, Detective Murphy,
Zaney, and Tiny for making this issue possible.
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ABORTION
COUNSELLING, INFORMATION, ASSISTANCE AND REFERRAL

Abortions are now legal in New York and Cal-
ifornia. There are also ways of getting legal
abortions in other states. Either way you will
get a safe, clean abortion in a doctor's office,
clinic, or hospital. The Women's Center in New
York City can get you a place to stay and help
you get a free abortion if you have no money.
For information call:

New York—Women's Center phone 1-212-691-1860

In Atlanta you can call Rev. Emmett Herndon of
the Clergy Consultation Service on Problem Preg-
nancy :

Atlanta—phone 1-404-377-2411 ext. 7667

Or you can call the Problem Pregnancy Information
service in California. Counselors are available
24 hours a day, and some financial help is of-
fered. Their number is:

Berkeley , California—1-415-843-0828

If you think you're pregnant and want an abortion,
find out as soon as possible and call one of these
numbers

.



sSocLe±y
by Kim Davis with the assitance
of Jimmy Olsen and Lois Lane

Angels, Belly Dancers (with a marbly navel),
Fruit Flies, and little other dress to speak of
typlified the gayest party of the season given by
Misses Teresa, Ramona, and Ruth at their home on
Gay Street. Although a few of the Queens failed
to appear (as a result of one jealous Mary who
threatened to bust the festivities) a good time
was had by all.

All those in the know are eating well, now
that his honor R. Davidson is in town making
bread again.

After falling victim to the world famous
Alabama justice, R. Reihur has split to Pa. (as
an afterthought)

Joe Perry, who recently returned from two
months in Amsterdam and a month in Germany, was
forced to admit that Thursday's trip down the
river behind THE FARM with Apple, Kathy, and
Warner, all light-headed was "the most exhil-
larating adventure of my life!"

Paul Britton talked to his daddy from
Virginia last week.

The ever popular Billy Confer, upon return-
ing from an unmentionable trip to Huntsville
with Jack Bentley, attended a Fondue Dinner giv-
en by that always organized hostess, Miss Lynn
McMahon. Jay wilson also attended.

Pebble Hill has been the scene recently of
massive mourning. Although the safe has yet to
be cracked, it is assumed that Nathaniel Scott
is still safe and sound.

Nookie Newman was a recent guest at Peep's
despite his rather obvious social disease.

Praxis gave a dinner party in honor of
Auburn's favorite Krystal hostesses, Lorraine
and Annie. The celebration of Lorraine's birth-
day highlighted the occassion.

If you have any "high" society news,
please send it to Miss Kim at P.O. Box 727,
Auburn, Alabama. 36830. No plebian gossip,
please. ^ ^ ^

bust

Seventeen people, ranging in age from 15 to

21, were busted June 4, in Montgomery for selling
drugs to undercover patrolmen C. B. Bodine, G. R.

Brown and R. D. Mobley. All charges were for
selling marijuana or LSD except for one case of

selling "fake pills" according to D. R. Terry,
head of the Vice and Narcotics Bureau.

Among those arrested were Mary Linda Mann, 19,

William Landis Crouch, 18, Robert Campbell, 21,

Velda Monica Bowers, 19, Michael E. Creech, 20,

William Pete Davis, 18, Robert M. Lynn, Jr., 21,

and R. P. "Nick" Sandretto, 19. Bowers and
Sandretto were released after an absurd $10,000
bond was paid for each. Of the remaining nine
juveniles, six were sent to the detention home
while three were released to their parents

.

Their names were withheld because of their age.

Blacks at A.U.

25 members of the Auburn University Afro
American Association met with Pres. Philpott
and all of the Deans and department heads. The
meeting was called to discuss the demands pre^
sented to the administration by the association.
The most emphasis was put on the hiring of Black
faculty. The administration presented a report
to the Afro-Amer. Assoc. on its past efforts in
attempting to hire Black faculty. The adminis-
tration cited lack of funds and an increasing
demand for Black faculty as two main reasons for
its failure in hiring a Black faculty member.
However, one Black has been signed to teach math
starting this fall and there are two other Blacks
that they are negotiating with who might be hired
by this fall. The Assoc. blamed the University
with looking for the "cream of the crop" or top
Black professors when they don't hire only top
white faculty. The approach used on Blacks was
stated as another possibility for the reason
they haven't accepted positions here. Other
topics discussed were the recruiting of more
Black students, providing funds and office space
for the Afro-American Association, and the dis-
continuance of playing Dixie at football games.
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6 Days o/ Continuous Music from 70 Great Groups

TUES

WED.

Alice Cooper

Gary Puckett & The Union Gap

thurs. Gary Puckett & The Union Gap

Earth Wind, & Fire

Exhibition Hall,

Alabama State Fairgrounds

2 p.m. till 11 p.m. DAILY
]

Birmingham
Just $2.00

Klassyfyed Ads...
Would you trade land for '68 Dodge van? Or lot
for grandfather clock? Contact 1003 Church, San
Francisco, California 94114.

Trans World Phrogg, the world's largest manufact-
urer of bullet pipes, clips, and spoons, seeks:
distributors, truck jobbers, and head shops to
sell our fine goods. Write Dept. G, Box 9027,
Berkeley, California 94709.

RALPH NADER FOR PRESIDENT bumper stickers, 50c
each, 5 for $2, 100 for $20, 1000 for $95. Send
cash with order to NADER COMMITTEE, 1727 W. Wash-
ington Blvd., Venice, CA90291.

NEW LIT from REP-Six articles, one each on the
war, women black liberation, La Raza, Peoples
Health & Welfare, and cops-for $1 from Radical
Education Project, Box 561-A Detroit, Michigan
48232.

FREE CATALOG Strings, fuzz-tones, wah-wahs,
everything musical—all brands . All Gibson &

Fender parts. Big Discounts. Cosmos Music-
Box 181, Lagunitas, California 94938.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO GROWING MARIJUANA - Only $1
Indoor-Outdoor-Diagrams-Peace Send $1 plus 25<?

Postage to: SUNDANCE PRESS, P. 0. Box 99393
San Francisco, Calif. 94109.

FOR RENT: Van and driver for all types of work.
Call Praxis. 821-8767.

T need your help on a STOP MARTA campaign.' If
you are concerned with taxation, ecology, pro-
fiteering, Federal largesse, and other maters
related to MARTA, please help me to help your
children and grandchildren! Be you radical or

conservative or middle of the road, I can show
you valid reasons why we don't need MARTA.
Bernard A. Mcllhany, 420 Golfview Rd. N.W.,
Atlanta 30309.

Free poems by an experienced but as yet unpub-
lished poet . Each poem is original and there is

only one copy of each poem so as to allow complete
but personalised sharing with anyone who wants
free poems and answers this ad. Allan Armstrong,
Box 194 Berea College, Berea, Kentucky 40403.

NEEDED: Information a±>out farms in the Auburn-
Opelika area for sale or rent. 821-8767.

'FOR SALE: Paperback books-all kinds- only 25c
each. Call or come by the Praxis Office . 821-8767

.

RENT - A - FREER! '. ! !

job or misadventure,
your order today.

For almost any kind of odd
Call 821-8767 and place

ep Classified ads may be placed in Praxis at a
rate of 10c per word with a $1 minimum. Send

pj ad copy to Praxis, P.O. Box 727, Auburn, Ala.
M 36830.


